Gene-environment interactions in atherosclerosis.
The importance of environment and genetics working together to shape an individual's risk for atherosclerosis seems intuitively obvious. However, it is only recently that research strategies have begun to evolve that attempt to answer questions related to apportionment of risk that is due to specific environmental and genetic factors. These factors may impact upon risk either singly or, more likely, through a complex interaction that affects the metabolic history of the whole organism. Because the genetic bases of lipid and lipoprotein metabolism have been well-studied, and because of the epidemiologic and pathobiochemical associations between genetic disorders of lipid metabolism and atherosclerosis, researchers have searched for gene-environment interactions within animal and human systems in which the phenotype is defined by some index of lipoprotein metabolism. From work done in the lipoprotein area to this point a clear case can be made for: 1) the genetic influence over the phenotypic response to an environmental stimulus; 2) the environmental modulation of the phenotypic expression of severe genetic defects. In the realm of gene-environment interactions that affect lipoprotein phenotype, diet is the best-studied environmental factor.